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Figure 2: Operational steps in Basic Oxygen 
Furnace [1]

The basic oxygen steelmaking process generates
approximately 70% of the worldwide produced
crude steel, making it one of the most important
primary steelmaking processes. The main target of
this process is the decrease of impurities in liquid
metal by oxidizing them trough oxygen blowing. At
present the modelling is limited which makes the
process highly dependent on the knowledge and
prior experience of the operator. Thus, the current
work proposes a dynamic model in gPROMS
ModelBuilder® to deepen the understanding of the
process by offering insight into the reactions taking

Figure 1: Basic Oxygen Furnace at 
Primetals [2]

The process is a six-step batch process (Figure
1). In the beginning the scrap is charged, its
main purpose is the consumption of energy
which leads to a decrease in temperature
during the ensuing exothermic oxygen blow.
Followed by the hot metal being charged.
After that the lance is lowered into the vessel
and the oxygen blow, which is responsible for
the oxidation of the impurities, begins. The
duration of one blow is usually between 15
and 22 minutes, during which the charge
undergoes three main refining periods.
Throughout the first period most of the
oxygen is consumed by the oxidation of minor
elements (Si, Mn, P, Ti, V), and the carbon
content decreases linearly. After reaching the
critical carbon content the mass transfer of
dissolved carbon becomes a rate-limiting
step, which is characteristic for the second
period. During the third period carbon is no
longer able to reduce all the formed FeO,
which leads to a rapid increase of FeO
content in slag. Lastly the steel and the slag
are tapped separately.

place during an oxygen blow. The model is based on a multizone kinetic theory
approach and can explain changes in the critical process parameters such as flux
additions, vessel and nozzle geometry. The model will be compatible with gPROMS
based model library for balancing iron and steel production.

The results as presented in Figure
4 show how different parameters
of (i) and (ii) vary with time as a
function of the lance height.
Various sources suggest that (i)
and (ii) do not impact the overall
refining significantly. However,
they are vital for the
understanding of the process
with the impact zone (i) being the
origin of the emulsion zone (iii),
which is the main contributor to
the refining reactions. This model
is capable of dynamically
adapting to varying converter and
lance geometries. Future work
will focus on implementing time
variant oxygen flow and
incorporating recent findings on
oxygen jet behaviour.

Insight into the evolution of the different refining reactions and their development
with respect to time and addition of additives can have a great impact on the control
of the process. The presented converter model has the potential to offer the level of
understanding and parameter balancing to fine tune the gains in performance.
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Figure 3: Basic Oxygen Furnace 
Reaction Interfaces

Figure 4: Simulation Results

The model is developed in gPROMS ModelBuilder® and is mainly based on the
work of Dogan et al. [3] and Rout et al. [4]. It consists of three zones, as depicted
in Figure 3, the (i) Impact Zone, (ii) Slag-Bulk Zone and (iii) Emulsion Zone. The
kinetics of the refining process in each zone, is represented by mathematical
correlations which factor in empirical values as well as the the different phases
occurring during the main blow. First the jet velocity, fluid properties and droplet
generation rate (Eq. 1) are determined, with the lance height and the converter
geometry having a grave impact on the calculation results. Secondly, the (i) and (ii)
reaction interface areas are calculated (Eq. 3, 4), followed by the calculation of the
emulsion interface (Eq. 2) and the mass transfer coefficients. Lastly, the overall
refining rate for the process can be expressed as shown in (Eq. 5).
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